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JULY 2013
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:
During the month of June, I was able to visit the Dallas Police Department range and teach a
Shoot House Instructor course. It was followed by an Urban Marksman and then a Basic
SWAT taught by the CSAT Staff.
TACTICAL CORNER:
Leadership and individual counseling is critical in individual and team developments. At
CSAT, we take the time to counsel for both positive and negative issues during our classes.
If a student excels, I have been known to call their boss and compliment them. We will also
mentor as best we can during training and there are issues which arise that need attention, we
will address it verbally and if necessary in writing to the student and if warranted, their chain
of command.
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
CHECK YOUR AMMO…..

With the increase in ammo production, quality control is dropping. Inspect your ammo
before you load it into a magazine or before you dump it into a common bin.
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Inspect the primers while in the box to ensure they are there, not upside down, sideways,
backwards or missing.

Check to ensure that bullets are properly seated and that all are at the correct height.
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
Our Country in Crisis


Benghazi-No one knows anything



AP Intrusion-Attack on the conservative media



IRS Harrassment-Attack on conservative groups/Pleading the 5th…



State Department Cover Up-Diplomatic pervert



Domestic Syping on America-Big Brother has been here



Trayvon Martin Attack Trial-Will Zimmerman get a fair trial?

I believe that some controlled surveillance is necessary, but now you have a crew of corrupt
politicians exploiting it. It appears we have a daily scandal that distracts us from cleaning up
the last one.
The overt surveillance could not detect the Boston Bombers, yet it has been said that it has
averted numerous hostile actions. The American people need cases as the politician’s word
is not good enough, to include that of the President.
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I would like to say that the President has lost control, but the reality is that he never had
control. Scandals result when the president maintains an aloof and arrogant attitude and
hands control to inept supporters.
When caught red handed, there is nothing done to correct or punish those responsible.
Instead, they blame and ignore. The media does not do their job and fails to press the issues
with the administration.
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The above is waste, fraud and abuse. With so many Americans out of work and struggling, it
is a crime to live the lavish life style on the people’s money. Again, no one is to blame.
Our government is subsidizing corruption and laziness. Many Americans simply accept this
and go along with the status quo. Unless those that truly believe in America stand up and take
our country back, we will lose what is left of our status in the world and decline into a second
rate nation of welfare slugs.
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Democrats and liberals have created a welfare supported voter base. This is what will be our
undoing, fiscal corruption from the inside.
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We have the talent to do anything we set our minds to. We have proven this time and time
again from WWI, WWII, to putting a man on the moon.

Paula Deen and the “N” Word

Black Americans are the only ones who can stop the use of the “N” word. Currently there is
a double standard in America, one that holds white Americans accountable and not black
Americans. Until Black Americans clean up their own act and people, people may not say it,
but they will think it. The goal should be not to even think it.
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Currently Black rappers, musicians, singers and the average Black person can use the “N”
word with no harm being done. One middle-aged white chef does it and her world comes
crashing down. This is bullshit.
The Obama presidency has lowered my view of the Black race in general. First, most Black
Americans voted for him because of the color of his skin and not his qualifications. Okay,
you made a mistake once. Then you did it again, after four years of screw ups and now we
face a scandal a day. This makes you dumb in my book. I am not a racist to call you dumb,
If your actions warrant it, then you are dumb.
I have served and worked with Black Americans in law enforcement, regular Army and
Special Ops. They were simply Americans to me and friends. I would risk my life to save
theirs and would do so for their family. If they are ever in need, I would be there to help in
any way I could. This goes for every race.
I don’t see color unless you bring it up first. The problem I see is that the Black race wants an
edge and double standard. This is America and there is no need for it. This is why most
Americans have issues with affirmative action. It does not level the playing field, it gives an
unfair advantage to lazy people and creates dissention in all organizations and walks of life.
I know a major police department in Texas that is leadership dysfunctional due to affirmative
action. White sergeants are afraid to counsel black subordinates because someone may throw
out the race card.
I keep an open mind and heart and here is how I think. I was recently visiting my daughter in
Florida and visited a Bass Pro Shop. Outside sat a mother in a lawn chair and her two young
and well groomed sons were in scout uniforms selling something to raise money for the Boy
Scouts of America. I donated $10 and told the young scout to keep whatever it was he
selling. They happened to be Black Americans and I thought it was pretty cool.
I walked out of our local Wal-Mart and there were two Black Americans seeking donations
for some charity that I have not heard of. They were not well groomed, looked like doo-doo
and I casually kept walking. Not because they were Black Americans, but because they
looked like crap and I will not donate money to people who look like Joe Shit the Rag Man.
I could pull out a bunch of statistics about the despair in the Black American culture, but
there is no need. Everyone knows the deal. When Black Americans wants to be treated
equal, they will have to level the playing field. They will have to let go of all the affirmative
action BS.
If they do not, many Americans will wonder if they got to where they are by a handout or by
hard work.
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Missing two legs and gets up at 0600 to go to work every day. Welfare slugs will find no
sympathy here.
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2nd Amendment
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE:
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TRAINING:
No comments at this time.
RANGE UPDATE:
We are in the maintenance mode as we speak. Hayden is busy patching the road and we will
seal it shortly.
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
No changes
EQUIPMENT:
None this month
HUNTING UPDATE:
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DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
Due Out:
 Home Defense
 Vehicle Defense
 Civilian Response to Active Shooters
 Long Range Hunter

The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The Tactical
Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available exclusively through
www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it. As a side note, it just went into its
second printing.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the case of an
agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many individuals not
show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
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I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

